
Stop 5 Bog habitats

Bogs, which supply abundant sources of preferred
elk forage such as grasses and sedges, are used by elk
throughout the year, except when snow
accumulations bury forage and inhibit elk movement.

The trees between the road and this bog provide a
visual screen, giving elk a sense of security. Bogs
with security cover adjacent to them are used more
heavily by elk than unscreened bogs, such as the one
that will be seen at Stop 6. If elk in this bog are
disturbed by humans or predators, they can easily
escape into the security cover of the forest, which is
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Screened bogs are used more than unscreened bogs by elk.

only a short distance away. The surrounding forest
can also provide thermal cover and some snow
interception cover.

Stop 6 Unscreened bog

Unscreened or partially screened bogs, such as this
one, provide limited security. Consequently, elk tend
to use them less than screened bogs. As with rock
outcrops (like as the one seen at Stop 1), the
maintenance of forested security cover adjacent to
bogs is an important consideration when the
integrated management of forests and elk is being
planned.

Stop 7 Conversion of the overstory
from deciduous to coniferous trees

Several deciduous stands in this area have been
converted to coniferous stands. The deciduous
overstory, usually red alder, is first logged. Conifers
are planted and where necessary, the area is then
treated with herbicide. Spot application or broadcast
spraying may be done to reduce competition for light
and nutrients between seedlings and other vegetation.
Broadcast herbicide treatment can reduce or eliminate
some plants that are used by elk as forage.

Problems may also arise if the lack of natural
forage causes elk to browse the planted seedlings.
Even without spraying, seedlings may be browsed
because the area is traditionally used as a foraging
area by the elk. Notice the yellow mesh tubes which
have been placed on the seedlings to reduce browsing
damage.

Once logged, these areas do not provide hiding
cover for elk until the conifers are at least 3 m tall.
Until then, elk tend to stay close to security cover,
near the forest edge. Forage production in the young
stand will be reduced as the trees grow and their
canopies begin to close. The coniferous stand,
however, will eventually provide much better snow
interception and thermal cover than the deciduous
stand that occupied the site previously.

Summary

The various stops on this tour show the wide variety
of habitats that elk use to satisfy their needs. Forest
management activities can have a great influence on
habitat quality. For the integrated management of
forests and wildlife to be effective, proposed forest
management activities must be evaluated site by
site, and all timber and wildlife objectives
considered.

For more information on the IWIFR
Program and Elk/Deer-Forestry
Interactions, please contact:

Ministry of Environment
2569 Kenworth Road
Nanaimo, British Columbia
V917 4P7 Telephone 758-3951
or
Research Branch
Ministry of Forests
31 Bastion Square
Victoria, British Columbia
V8W 3E7 Telephone: 387-6721

IWIFR would like to thank the following for their
assistance:

MacMillan Bloedel Limited - Menzies Bay Division

Campbell River District Forest Service
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This elk demonstration tour is a project of the
Integrated Wildlife-Intensive Forestry Research
(IWIFR) Program, a cooperative program of the
Ministries of Environment and Forests.

Location of the demonstration tour in the
Sayward Forest

•

	

Travel north of Campbell River on Highway 19 to
the large sign for MacMillan Bloedel's (MB)
Menzies Bay Division.

•

	

Turn west onto Menzies Mainline, and proceed
along it to the tour introduction sign at the
northwest corner of the MB yard (approx. 200 m).

•

	

Travel along the mainline 3.2 km to Mary's Lake
Rd.

•

	

Turn north onto Mary's Lake Rd. until the Stop #1
sign is reached (approx.1.9 km).

•

	

Follow the enclosed map to locate the remaining
six tour stops.

•

	

The demonstration tour, beginning from the
introduction sign, is about 47 km. From Campbell
River the entire trip takes about 3.5 hours.

Caution

Menzies Mainline and Iron River Mainline are
active hauling roads for large logging trucks and
machinery.

For your safety, drive with extreme care. Use your
headlights at all times, particularly on unsurfaced,
dusty roads.

Give all industrial traffic the right-of-way and obey
all warning signs. When pulling over to stop or yield
the right-of-way, choose a spot well off the travelled
surface.

Do not stop or park on the outside of a curve. If
possible, park on a straight section of road or on the
inside part of a curve.

When overtaken from behind, slow down or pull
over and stop to let traffic by.

Elk management on Vancouver Island

The well-being of elk (Cervus elaphus roosvelti)
populations on Vancouver Island is closely linked to
habitat. Maintaining and creating suitable elk habitat
is done through integrated forest management.

This tour has been designed to display important
elk habitats, their characteristics, and examples for
maintaining or enhancing these habitats in intensively
managed young-growth forests.

Although the Sayward Forest was chosen for this
demonstration, the management principles followed
apply equally to other areas with similar habitats.

Deciduous stands with lush plant growth are one of the more
preferred elk habitats.

Commercial thinning enhances forage values of certain stands
for elk.

Elk research in the Integrated Wildlife-
I ntensive Forestry Research (IWIFR)
Program

In 1981, the IWIFR program was begun in the
Sayward Forest to determine:
•

	

what elk require to survive;
•

	

how elk meet these requirements; and
•

	

how intensive forestry activities affect these
requirements.

Approximately 400 Roosevelt elk live in the
Sayward Forest, forming several small non-migratory
herds and two large migratory herds. This tour is on
the winter range of one of the large migratory herds
of about 100 elk. The herd was studied intensively
during the IWIFR program from 1981 to 1986.
Overall, there are about 3000 Roosevelt elk on
Vancouver Island, the northern-most limit of their
natural distribution.

Elk requirements

Elk require:
•

	

forage (food) in sufficient quality and quantity;
•

	

water (which is not a limiting factor on B.C.'s
south coast); and

•

	

cover, which provides: security from predators
and human disturbance (security cover);
protection from temperature extremes (thermal
cover); and relief from excessive snow depths,
which restrict forage accessibility and impede
animal movement (snow interception cover).
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Meeting the requirements

Elk select habitats that meet their requirements for
food and cover. Most migratory elk use three distinct
seasonal ranges: low elevation winter ranges; higher
elevation summer-fall ranges; and spring ranges that
are between or adjacent to the winter and summer-
fall ranges. Some resident elk meet all their needs in
one low elevation area and do not migrate.

The largest elk herds on Vancouver Island are
migratory. The timing of migration varies with the
arrival of snow in the fall and the loss of snowpack
in the spring. Annual home ranges of migratory elk
may cover 200-300 km 2 ; seasonal home ranges are
usually around 30 km 2 . Annual home ranges of
resident elk herds may be as small as 10 km 2 .

Cycle of major forest treatments.

Elk and forestry interactions

Forestry activities may modify the ability of habitats
to provide food or cover for elk. Elk in turn may
affect forestry activities. Integrated management of
elk and forests is very important for maintaining or
enhancing either resource.

The stops on this tour point out a variety of
habitats available for meeting elk food or cover
requirements, and demonstrate how forestry activities
may affect these habitats.
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Road Conditions - All roads on the tour are two-wheel drive

with the exception of Mary Lake Road which is in poorer

condition and may require a vehicle with high clearance

Location and route of elk demonstration tour.

Iuvenile spacing can greatly enhance understory forage
abundance.

Stop 2 Effects of thinning on elk
habitats

This stop displays an operational commercial thinning
program that is being monitored to assess its effects
on elk cover and forage production.

Commercial thinning involves the harvesting of a
portion of the merchantable timber from a stand. The
resulting open canopy often enhances elk forage
production in the understory. Two different plant
communities occur in this area: one dominated by
moss, Oregon-grape, and red huckleberry; the other
dominated by sword fern. Portions of the stands in
each community have been thinned to 200 and 300
trees per hectare so that the response of forage plants
to the change in tree density can be determined.

Juvenile spacing (pre-commercial thinning) is
another common type of thinning. Just as a gardener
thins his vegetables, foresters commonly thin young
stands to reduce competition and improve the quality
of the remaining trees. In juvenile spacing, the cut
trees are left on the ground to rot into the soil.

Juvenile spacing may enhance elk forage
production. A clearcut area typically has abundant
forage shortly after harvesting. As the trees become
larger, however, and their crowns grow closer
together, forage plants receive less light and moisture,
resulting in die back. If juvenile spacing is carried out
before this occurs (when the stand is around 12-20
years old), forage production in the stand will be
maintained for a longer time.

Juvenile spacing may also enhance tree growth
characteristics and improve the stand's future snow
interception and thermal cover characteristics.
Approximately 10-15% of this winter range has been
juvenile spaced.

Caution: As you proceed to Stop 3, make the
turn left onto the long steep hill on Menzies
Mainline with care, as logging trucks will be
moving with great speed and will have difficulty
stopping.

Stop 3 Late spacing

Late spacing, also referred to as backlog spacing, is
performed in stands with trees that are larger than
they would be in a juvenile spaced stand, but smaller
than if they had been commercially thinned. Felled
trees are left on the ground because of their limited
market value. About 8300 ha were late spaced in the
Sayward Forest between 1976 and 1982.

On the downslope side of the road you will see a
stand as it appears before late spacing. The density of
trees here is about 2225 stems per hectare. The
crowns of the trees are close together, allowing very
little light to reach ground level for plant growth. The
plants growing here are not very abundant or
vigorous. The forage value of this stand for elk is
minimal.

Stop 1 Winter range overview and rock
outcrop habitats

Across the valley and to the west, the rolling
topography you see is typical of this winter range
and provides a variety of habitats for elk - rock
outcrops on or near the top of the hillsides,
coniferous stands below or surrounding these
outcrops, deciduous stands on lower slopes and flats,
and bogs in depressions.

There are virtually no old-growth conifer stands on
the winter range of this elk herd. Where they are
available, such stands are often important winter
habitats, providing excellent snow interception,
security, thermal cover, and maintenance forage.

You are presently near the northeast boundary of
this elk winter range, which is about 30 km 2 in size.
The herd that uses this range has an annual home
range of about 190 km2 , and it migrates about 17 km
from its winter range to its summer range.
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View of various habitats across the winter range.

On the upslope side of the road, the stand was
late spaced to 500 stems per hectare. The debris has
been removed from the first 10 m of road, resulting in
increased light and growing space for forage plants.
Several important elk forage species - such as
twinflower, dull Oregon-grape, red huckleberry,
sword fern, and western hemlock seedlings - are in
abundance, and are more vigorous than in the
unthinned stand.

Elk forage plants.

Rock outcrops on south aspects are heavily used by elk during
most winters.

South-facing rock outcrop habitats, such as this
one, are used mainly by elk during moderate to
severe winters, when snow restricts food availability
and animal movement in areas like bogs and
deciduous stands.

Southern exposures receive much more sunlight
than other aspects. The increased solar energy
reduces snow depth and makes travel much easier.
On clear, sunny days, elk often bed here to take
advantage of the relatively warm conditions.

Because of their dryness and shallow soils, rock
outcrops generally do not produce abundant forage.
Nevertheless elk do eat the grasses and shrubs such
as saskatoon and wild rose that manage to grow on
these sites. Adjacent timber stands may also supply
food.
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Backlog spacing may enhance forage production as long as debris
does not limit light and space available for forage growth.

Continuing uphill into the stand, you will see
debris depths ranging from 0.5 to 2 m. Dense debris
greater than about 1 m deep virtually excludes elk
use of an area. Debris also restricts the growth of
forage plants by limiting the amount of light and
growing space available, even though the overstory
canopy has been opened by the thinning.

Bucking or removal of debris, or providing trails
through the debris, is required to improve late spaced
stands as elk habitat.

If you look closely, you may see signs of elk use on
this rock outcrop, such as browsed grasses or shrubs,
and elk pellets, which are cylindrical and larger than
the round deer pellets.

The adjacent forest stands are important as
security cover for elk. Looking downhill, you can
see how difficult it would be to observe an elk in the
nearby forest. Maintaining security cover adjacent to
non-forested areas is important in creating elk habitat.
Elk use of open areas is greatest within 40 m of
security cover and very limited beyond 200 m.

If trees are cut to thin out these adjacent stands, it
is important that elk movement not be restricted by
the debris. (The IWIFR study noted that elk avoid
areas with excessive debris.) Directional falling,
bucking-up, or removal of the cut trees may aid in
limiting debris depths. Trails cut through the area
may enhance elk use as well.

Adjacent forested stands may also be used to
provide thermal cover for elk at night.
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Elk use of open forage and cover areas declines as distance from the
forage-cover edge increases.

Stop 4 Deciduous overstory habitats

Stands with predominantly deciduous overstories
and lush plant communities, such as this one, are
preferred elk habitats during all seasons. These sites
with moist, rich soils produce several highly preferred
and nutritious forage plants, including deer fern,
sword fern, devil's club, salmonberry, and skunk
cabbage. Look for signs of browsing, especially on the
devil's club and deer fern. Elk are often seen feeding
here in the winter.

Security cover is also provided by these stands,
especially in the spring and summer when deciduous
trees and shrubs are in leaf.

Elk forage plants.
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